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About this book
This book is a simple, step-by-step

guide to learning to program in

machine code. Machine code is the

code in which the computerdoes all its

work and programs written inmachine

code run much faster and take up less

memory space than programs in

BASIC. A machine code program,

though, is much more difficult to write

and less easy to understand than a

program in BASIC-

Machine code is difficult and very

laborious, with lots of rules to obey and
small details to remember, Don’t worry

if you find it very hard at first. It seems
confusing as you cannot readand
understand a program inmachine code
- it’s just a string of letters and numbers.
Bugs are very difficult to spot, too, and
have disastrous results ifyou miss them.
When you are working in machine code
you have to be very careful and

This book takes you in very easy

stages through the basic principles of

machine code. It shows you how to

write simple machine code programs,
for example, to addtwo numbers or
flash a message on the screen, and how
to load and run a machine code
program on your computer.

Unless you are really dedicated there

is no point in writing long programs in

machine code - some things can be
done just as well inBASIC, For certain

tasks, though, such as speeding up the

action in games programs or creating

fantastic screen effects, you need to use

machine code. This book shows you

how to make your programs more
exciting by using short machine code
subroutines in BASIC programs.

*The Spectrum and ZX91 {Timex 20Q0 and 1000} use the ZBO microprocessor and the VIC 20 k the BBC.
the Atari computers and the Oric use the 6502. The Commodore 64 uses the 6510 and understands
6502 machine code.

The book is specially written for

computers with a Z90 or 6502

microprocessor.* The microprocessor

is the chipwhich contains the

computer’s central processing unit and
computers with different

microprocessors understand different

machine code. All computers with the

same type of microprocessor, though,

use the same machine code.

At the back of the book there are

some conversion charts to help you
when you are writing machine code,

and a list of machine code words to

explain all the jargon. There are also

lots of puzzles and ideas for short

programs to write, with answers on
page 44,



What is machine code?

Machine code is the code in which the

computer does ail its work. When you give

a computer a program in BASIC, all the

instructions and data are translated into

machine code inside the computer.

In machine code, each instruction and
piece of information is represented by a

binary number. Binary is a number system
which uses only two digits, 1 and 0. You can
write any number in binary using Is and

Os.*

The bits flow through the computer in

groups of eight and each group is called a

"byte". Each byte of pulses and no-pulses

represents the binary number for one

instruction or piece of information in

machine code

Inside the computer, the binary numbers
are represented by pulses of electricity,

with a pulse for a 1 and no pulse for a 0. The
pulses and no-pulses are called "bits'

1

,
short

for binary digits.

Each task the computer can carry out. such

as adding two numbers or clearing the

screen, involves a sequence of several

instructions in machine code When you

give the computer a BASIC command, a

special program called the "interpreter"

translates your command into the machine

4 code instruct ions the computer

understands.

The term machine code is also used to

refer to programs written in a form which is

much closer to the computer's code than

BASIC is. In a machine code programyou
have to give the computer all the separate

instructions it needs to carry out a task such

as clearing the screen.

"You can find out more about binary on page 23.



Programming in machine code

There are several different ways of writing machine codeprograms. You could write allthe
instructions in binary numbers, but this would be very tedious. Instead, you can useanother
number system called hex, short for hexadecimal, Once you get used to it, hex ismuch
easier to work with than binary.

Machine code programs can also be written in a code called ‘assembly language”. In

assembly language each instruction to the computer is represented by a '‘mnemonic"
(pronounced nemonic) - a shortword which sounds like the instruction it represents,

Assembly
language

Thisisa
program to

add 2 + 4. ,

This is a program for

computers with a 2S0
microprocessor. You
can find ouc how the
program works later in

the book.

3E is the hex code for an
ins(ruction.

LD A is the mnemonic
for an instruction.

Hex
\

codes.

This is part of a machine code program in

hex. The hex number system has sixteen

digits and uses the symbols 0-9 and A-F to

represent the numbers 0 to IS. (You can find

out more about hex later in the book.) The
hex number at the beginning of each line of

the program is an instruction (e,g. 3E). It is

the hex equivalent of the binary code for

that instruction.

This is the same program in assembly
language. Each line contains the mnemonic
for one instruction and is the equivalent of

the hex number in the same line on the left.

For example, the mnemonic LDA
(pronounced "load A") means the same as

the hex number 3E In both these programs,

each line contains an instruction which is

the equivalent ofa single instruction in the

computer's own code.

o °°
0

Computer’s
own code.

To give a computer a program in assembly
language you need a special program
called an "assembler

1
’ which translates the

mnemonics into the computer's code. Some
computers have a built-in assembler; with
others, you can buy an assembler on
cassette and load it into the computer’s
memory. Alternatively you can write a

machine code program using the

mnemonics of assembly language (they are

easier to remember than numbers), then
translate them into hex before you give

them to the computer. Some computers will

accept hex numbers; with others you have
to give them a short program, called a “hex
loader”, which translates them for the

computer. There is a hex loaderprogram
on page 24 which you can use to load the
machine code programs in this book.



Getting to know your computer
When you program a computer in

machine code you have to tel] it exactly

what to do at each stage: where to find

and store data, how to printon the

screen and so on. (When you are
working in BASIC, special programs
inside the computer take care of all this

for you.) In order to give the computer
the correct machinecode instructions,

you need agood idea ofwrhat is going
on inside your computer. The pictures

on these two pagesshow the parts

inside a home computer, and what they

are for. You can find out moreabout
themon the next few pages

Inside the keyboard of a microcomputer

there is a printed circuit board. This has
metal tracks printed on it, along which

electric currents can flow. Attached to

the printed circuit board there are a

number of chips.

6
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PULSE
Clock
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carries memory1

Whatthe chips do
This picture shows the work carried out by
the different chips inside the computer.

Messages flow between the chips in the form

of bytes, Le. groups of eight pulse and no-

pulse signals representing data and
instructions.

The ROM chips

ROM stands for ' read only memory". The
machine code instructions which tell the

computer what to do are stored in the ROM
chips. It is called a read only memory
because the computer can only read the

information in ROM, it cannot store

new information there. On most home
computers, the interpreter (the

program which translates BASIC
into computer code) is in the R 1

Bytes of computer code flow

between the chips along the tracks

of the printed circuit board There are three

separate systems of tracks for carrying bytes*

for doing different jobs. Each system of

tracks iscaJJeda
bl

bus
n

.

The RAM chips

RAM stands for

"random access

memory". This is where
the programs you give the

computer are stored while the

computer is working on them. It is

called a random access memory
because the computer can find, or access,

any piece of information anywhere in the

memory. When you switch the computer off

the information stored in RAM is wiped out.



Microprocessor Enlaiged view
of circuits j
inside chip. I

RAM chips

ROM chipsPrinted

circuit board

The proper name for a chip is an

"integrated circuit" and inside each chip
there are microscopic electrical circuits.

All the computer’s work is done by
streams of pulses representing

instruct ions in binary code, [lowing

through the circuits in the chips. There

are different chips for carrying out

different tasks. The work done by the

different kinds of chips is shown in the

picture below

Clock

This is a quartz crystal which pulses millions of

times a second and regulates the flow of pulses

inside the computer.

The microprocessor
The microprocessor chip holds The computer s

central processing unit, or CPU. This is where all

the computer's work is done. The CPU does

calculations, compares pieces of data, makes
decisions and also co-ordinates all the other

activities inside the computer. The information

telling the CPU what to do is in theROM 7



The computer's memory
The easiest way to think of the computer'smemory is as lots of little boxes, eachof
which can hold one byte, he. one instruction or piece of information inmachine
code. Each box in thememory is called a "location", and each location hasa
number, called its "address', so the computer can find any box in thememory.

Different areas ofthe memory are used for storing information for different tasks

and a chart giving the address where each area starts is called a "memorymap 11

.

When you are programming in machine code you have to tell the computer
where to finder store each instruction or piece ofinformation. You do this bygiving
it the address ofa memory location. You even have to tell it where to storethe

machine code program itself, so you need to get to know the memory map ofyour

computer.

8

Input/output

Screen memory

The boundary
between user L
RAM and X
variable storage

)
moves up or down ^

depending on
how much space is

J

needed for variables.

The memory map includes
both ROM and RAM. The
operating system andihe
BASIC interpreter are in

ROM and the restof the
areas on the map are in

RAM.

The memory map
The picture on the right shows the memory map of

a home computer. There should be a map foryour
computer in your manual. The memory is

organized differently in different makes of

computer, so your map will look different from this

one.

The memory map may be drawn as a column
like this, or horizontally. The address at which each
of the different areas in the memory starts is given

alongside the map and it may be a decimal number
or a hex number, or both, as here. In this book hex
numbers are distinguished by a & sign

(ampersand) before the number. Youi manual may
use a different symbol, eg. $, % , or #.

C
The highest address in user RAM
is called

,JRAMTOP J

\ or on some
com puters, HIM EM".

Varia ble storage

User RAJVI

Reserved for use ofthe

operating system

Operating system
This area contains a group ofprograms
called the 'operating system

13

or

“monitor"
, which tell the computer how to

operate. All the programs are in machine
code. There are programs which tell it

how to do mathematical calculations,

programs to clear the screen, find

a random number, scan the

keyboard and all the other

things the computer has

to do in the course of its

work-
Operatmg system



Memory addresses

Inside the computer, memory addresses are

represented by two bytes of computer code, Le. 16

pulse or no-pulse signals or "bits™. The largest

possible memory you can have on a
microcomputer which uses a 290 or 6502
microprocessor is 64K (ROM and RAM combined).

This is because the biggest number you can make
with 16 binary digits is 66635, so this is the highest

possible address. This gives 65536 locations,

numbered from 0 to 65535. Each location holds one
byte, 1024 bytes make a kilobyte (K) and 65536

bytes equal 64K (65536 -r 1034 = 64).

&6QGQ 24576 input/output

These memory locations are linked to the

inputtoutput sockets on the computer.

OntheZXSl (Time*
1000}the boundary
between the screens
memory and user /]

RAM changes
depending on the

J

size of the program II

in user RAM.

&5COO 23552

Screen memory
Sometimes called the "display file”, this

part of the memory holds information

displayed on the screen. Any information

stored in the screen memory is

automatically shown onthe screen. Most
microcomputers have a “memory mapped
display"

1

in which each location in the

screen memory holds the information for

one particular position on the screen.

User RAM
This is where the programs you type in are

stored. The data for variables and arrays is

stored at the top of user RAM.

Reserved for use of

the operating system

These RAM locations are used by
the computer to keep track of

everything going on while it carries

out a program. For instance,

information about the position of the

cursor, the current screen colour,

whichkey is being pressed and the

current program line number are all

stored in this area. It is divided up
into smaller areas for carrying out

different tasks. Some computers
have a second map of this area You
can find out more about it overthe

page.

If you add extra memory
to your computer, the
addresses of some of the
areas may change. There
should be information
about this in your manual

&OO0O

1

&2EOO 11776

&2400 9216

9



Inside the computer's workspace

This picture gives a closer view of the area of the computer's memory reserved for use by
the operating system, There may be a second detailed map of this area in your manual, or a

list of the various addresses and what they are used for. On some computers (e.g.

Sinclair Timex), the locations used by the operating system are not in one group and are

distributed throughout the memory.

Memory pages

To help the computer find its way
around

,

the memory is subdivided into

“pages”. On a microcomputer, one page
is 256 locations and four pages make one
kilobyte (4 ?< 256= 1024).

Locations 0-2S5 are sometimes
referred to as page zero. Different areas

of the computer's memory often start at

the beginning ofa new page. For

example, on the memory map on the

previous page, userRAM starts on page

45, counting the first page as page Eero.

U$er-defined graphics

Ifyou make up your own graphics characters they are

stored here.

Buffers

These are temporary stores to hold data coming in from

the keyboard, or being sent to a printer or cassette.

Machine stack

Also called the processor stack, the CPU uses these

locations to store addresses while it is working on a
machine code program.

BASIC stack

Also called the GOSUB stack, this is for storing the line

numbers used in BASIC GOSUB and GOTO commands.

Calculator stack

This is the CPUs temporary store for numbers used in

calculations.

Systems variables

These are a series ofmemory locations where the CPU
stores information about what is happening inside the

computer. For instance, there are separate locations for

recording the current position of the cursor on the

screen, which key is being pressed and the address of

the area where variables are stored.

More about stacks

The computer uses the stacks to store

temporary data in a particular way. The last

item to be stored must always be the first to

be retrieved. This is called LIFO storage:

last in, first out.10



Hex numbers
In a machine code program, numbers and addresses are always written in hex
Below you can find out how to convert decimal numbers to hex, and vice versa.

Decimal 0 1 2
i

3 4 5
1

6 7 8 3 1 0 1 1
1

1 2 13 14 iT!

Hex 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 A B C D E F

This chart shows the hex digits (Q-9 and
A-F) and their decimal values. To make
numbers over 13 (F) you use two (or more)

Decimal

1000s 100s 10s is

1 2 2
.
•_

digits, just as you do in the decimal system

to write numbers over 9. The value ofeach

digit depends on its position in the number.

f4CA is he^Y Hex

256s
j

16s Is

4 C A

In the decimal system the first digit on the

right ofa number shows how many Is there

are, the second shows the number of 10s,

the third, the number of 100s ( 10
2
), etc

In a hex number the first digit on the right

also shows the number of Is but the next

digit shows the number of 16s, and the third

digit shows the number of 256s ( !6
2
),

256s 16s Is

C A
Converting hex to decimal
To convert a hex number e g. 4CA, to

decimal, look up the decimal for each of

the digits in the number. Then multiply

each digit by the value of its position in the 1024 +

number and add up the answers. MCA is 1226 in decimal.
[ ^ 5?3to hex?
(Answers page 44

4

4 12 10 Decimal value
x256 m 16 xi

192+ 10= 1226 f Can you convert

Decimal to hex
To convert a decimal number e g. 1226, to

hex, first you divide by 256 to find how many
256s there are in the number. Then you
divide the remainder by 16 to find the

number of 16s and the remainder from this

sum gives the number of Is. Finally, convert

the answer to each sum to a hex digit.*

1226 r 256 = 4 4 is 4 in hex

remainder 202

202 4* 16 = 12 .......

remainder 10

1226 is4CAmhex

. 1 2 is C inhex

. IDisAinhex

Converting hex addresses
In a hex address, e.g. 5C64, the two left-hand digits show which page (see opposite) the

location is on and the second pair of digits shows the position on the page.

Hex to decimal

Address &5CG4

Page number = &5C - 92 decimal

Position on page = &64 = 100 decimal

92 x 256 - 23552 + 1 00
= 23652

Hex address 5C64 is 23652 decimal.

To convert a hex address to decimal, first

convert each pair o f digits to a decimal

number, as shown above. Then multiply the

page number by 356 (there are 256

locations in a page) and add the number for

the position on the page.

To convert a decimal address to hex you
have to divide by 266 to find the memory
page number. The remain ier gives the

position on the page. Then you convert the

figures to hex digits as described above.
11

See page 4 1 for how to do this on a calculator.



Peeking and poking
Two BASIC words, PEEK and POKE. *

enable you to look at the bytes stored in

the computer s memory locationsand
change them. You use PEEK and POKE
with the decimal, or on some
computers, hex, address ofamemory
location. Remember, to give the

computer hex numbers you must type a

sign such as &, # (called hash) or $

before the number, Check this in your

manual as it varies on different

computers and some computers will

accept only decimal numbers

Using PEEK

You can peek into any location inyour

computer's memory, but you can only poke
new bytes intoRAM locations because the

bytes inROM cannot be changed.

r ^
r PRINT PEEK C 12345* 10 FOR J—700 TO 725

46 20 PRINT PEEK(J>;\ H
!

PRINT PEEK f 720 > 30 NEXT J
240
PRINT PEEK (0643 >

ftu
LET A=PEEK (1024 3-

PRINT A
176

L j
To tell the computer to look in a memory
location you use PEEK (or your computer's

command) with the address of that location.

To see the result on the screen, use PRINT
PEEK or store the result in a variable using

LET and then print out the variable, as

shown above left.

RUN
36*27,234,56,21*0,0,
0 , 0 , 43 , 32 , 67 , 121 , 43 ,

47,09,63,21,0,07, 241,
202,223,63,07, 16,

These are the
decimal equivalents
of bytes of

computer code.

Try writing a short program using a FOR.

NEXT loop, like the one in the centre above,

to print out the bytes from a series of

locations. Look at your computer’s memory
map and experiment with addresses in

different pans of the memory

12

riO FOR A=I6763
TO 16760
20 INPUT N
30 POKE A,

40 NEXT A

Thistellsthe
computer to put 60
in location 16763.

This puts a

number, N
into

location A.Use PRINTPEEK
to seethe result.

Poking

POKE 16763,60
PRINT PEEK ii 6763 >

60

The picture above shows you how to use

POKE. You can poke anywhere in RAM, but

if you poke new values into the area

reserved for use by the operating system

you may disrupt the workings of the

computer. You can restore it to normal by
switching off and on again. Try writing a

short program like the one above to poke
several numbers into a series of locations in

userRAM
The numbers you poke must be between

0 and 255, the highest number than can be
represented with eight binary digits (one

byte of computer code).

Some computers use different commands, e.g. the BBC uses a? mark. Check your manual.



What the numbers mean

When you [ell the computer to print the

contents ofa memory location on the

screen, the result is always a decimal

number from 0 to 255. This is because each

memory location can hold one byte, and the

highest value that can be represented with

eight binary digits is 255, There are only 256

(0 to 355} possible different bytes of

computer code and each byte can have
several different meanings for the

computer.

For example, the binary number
00 110000 (decimal 48) could be the code foi

one of the instructions in the instruction set,

for a letter on the keyboard, or for pari of

the address of another memory location

{each address consists o [ two bytes).

10 print "what i#t
20 IMFUT A

30 FOR J=A TO A+50
40 PRINT PEEKC J) ;

"

50 NEXT J

Type in the address for

your computer's
Operating system.

Look in your manual to find the address in

ROM of your computer's operating system

and then try this program. The numbers
which appear on the screen are the decimal

equivalents of bytes of machine code from
one of the programs in the operating

system,

Now find the screen memory for your

computer, then try poking numbers into

screen memory locations. You do not need
to use PRINT PEEK because bytes stored in

the screen memory are automatically

displayed on the screen. This time the

computer interprets the number as the

code for a character.
*

Most computers use the ASCII code
(pronounced

N
askey”), to decide which

numbers represent which characters, but

some, such as the ZX8 1 (Timex 1000) use

different numbers. The VIC 20 has a speciaJ

set of numbers, called screen codes, for

characters to be displayed on the screen.

There should be a list of your computer s

character codes in your manual.

xxxxxxxx^XKKX^K5(KKXXXXXJf51i(KKX^i!K
XKKMKK)(M>!kxx>;xxxxxxxxxxxkxxj!Ji:k>;)!
Xxxxxxxxxi?}(!!SXXKKK>!)!?{JfKKXX)!XX)(>:>:

^ Location 1120.

First location in screen memory.

Try a short program like the one above to

print your computer's character set. The
program uses ASCII codes, starting with 33,

the code for 3, and ending with code 90,

Other numbers in the range 0*255 are for

special keys such as SPACE and DELETE,
for printing the alphabet in inverse or

flashing characters, and for graphics

characters.

On most computers you can print a

character in a particular position on the

screen by working out the address of the

location for that position. For example, if the

screen memory starts at location 1024 and
the computer can print 32 characters on a

line, the address for the first position on the
fourth line will be 1024+ (32 x 3) which is

1 120. (Address 1024 is counted as zero.)

*On the Spectrum (Timex 2000) the information for each position on the screen is stored in several

different memory locations and you cannot print characters by poking codes into the screenme moiy,

13



Inside the CPU
All the computer’s work is done by
fetching bytes of instructions and data

from the memory, then carrying out the

instructions in the CPU.
There are three main areas inside the

CPU; the registers where bytes ofdata

are held while they are processed; the

ALU, or arithmetic/logic unit where
bytes can be added, subtracted or

compared; and the control unit which
organizes all these activities.

The arrangement of the registers in

the Z8Q and 6502 chsps is different, as

shown in the pictures below.

These pictures show the sort of instructions

which the CPU can carry out. They are all

very simple. It can fetch bytes from the

memory and put them in the registers, move
bytes from one register to another, process

them in the ALU and store the results in the

TheZSO registers memory. Even the simplest task, such as

The main difference between the ZGG and the 6502 chips is that the Z80 has more registers.

This means that bytes can be stored temporarily in the CPU. whereas in the 6502 they have to

be sent back to the memory.

A stands for “accumulator”.

It is the most important

register in the CPU and

stores bytes on their way to

and from the arithmetic

logic unit. It can only hold

one byte at a time

F is the “flags register”. It holds eight

bits but only six of them are used.

Each bit acts as a signal. For

example
,
the carry flag is set to 1

when an answer is greater than 255

and will not fit in one byte and the

sign flag shows whether a number is

positive or negative.

IX and IY are called

‘index registers'.

They can each hold

16 bits and they are

used in certain

instructions to work
out the address of a

byte in the memory-

14

C, D t E t
H and L are general

purpose registers where bytes

can be stored on their way toor

from the memory. Each can hold
only one byte but they can be
grouped together in pairs, e g.

BG. DE or HL to hold two bytes.

SP stands for “slack PC is the "program counter
1
'.

pointer
11

ft is a 16-bit It is a 16-bit register and it

register and stores the holds the address of the next

address of the last item in byte to be fetched from the

the machine stack - the memory. The number in the

place where the CPU program counter increases

stores temporary data by one each time an
instruction is carried out.



Transfer a

byte from one
reg ister to

another.

' J

F I j p the bits"

that is„ make
alt the Is into

Os and all the
Os into Is.

Jumpto
instruction 6

adding two numbers and displaying the

result on the screen, involves over a

hundred simple steps like these and the

CPU can carry out over half a million each
second.

For each operation the control unit

fetches an instruction byte from the ROM or

RAM, loads a data byte into the registers

and then performs the operation specified

by the instruction. In machine code, you can
tell the CPU what to do with the bytes in the

registers, but the ALU and control unit carry

out their work automatically and you cannot

,

tell them what to do.

The6502 registers

The mam registers in the 6502 are the same as those in the ZBQ, but some of them are called

by different names.

S is the "stack pointer
1p

\ It stores the address of the last item on the
stack - the special area in the RAM where the CPU stores data. In the

6502 the stack pointer is an eight-bit register. In order to store

addresses a ninth bit kept permanently at 1 is wired up to the

S

register. This represents the page number of the address, so in the

6502, the stack is always in page one of the memory. The number in

the stack pointer gives the position on the page.

A is the “accumulator
11

where bytes are stored on

their way to and from the

ALU. It is the same as the

accumulator in the Z8G and
can hold only one byte.

XandY are “index

registers
11

. They are used in

certain instructions to work
out the address ofa byte of

data. They can also be used
as general purpose

registers to hold bytes

temporarily.

P stands for ‘processor

status register" and it has

the same function as the

flags register in the ZBQ- It

contains eight bits, seven of

which are used. Each bit is

set to I to record a certain

condition, such as whether a

number is positive or

negative.

PC is the

“program

counter" and it

works in the

same way as the

PC register in

the Z80.
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Giving the CPU instructions

A program in machine code consists

ofa list of inst ruct 10ns t el Iing the CPU
exactly what to do with bytes in the

registers. You can use only the

instructions that the CPU
understands, so for computers with a

Z80 or Z8QA microprocessor you

must use inst ruct ions from the 280

instruction set and for computers

OPERAND

with a 6502, 6502A or 65 10

microprocessor, you must use 6502

instructions. There is a list ofZSOand
6502 instructions at the back of this

book.

Most machine code instructions consist of

two parts; an "opcode
1

’ and an "operand".

The opcode tells theCPU what to do andthe

operand tells it where to find the data to

work on. (The word operand means "object

on which an operation is performed”.) Each
opcode is an instruction from the instruction

set.

These are mnemonics These are hex codes

Opcodes can be written as mnemonics -

short words which represent what they do -

or as the hex equivalents ofthe computer's

binary code for each instruction. For

example, LDA on the Z80 and LDA onthe

6502 are the mnemonics for "load a byte into

the accumulator". The same opcodes in hex

are 3E for the Z90 and A9 for the 6502.

Mnemonics are much easier to

understand then hex, but you cannot type

them into your computer unless you have an

assembler (a program which translates the

mnemonics into the computer'sown
code)/ Most people write machine code

programs in mnemonics and then translate

Them to hex,

Here are two machine code instructions in sign to indicate hex numbers). Numbers are

mnemonics, one tor the Z8Q and one for the always written in hex in machine code. On
6602 , They both tell the computer to load the the 6502 a number is preceded by a #

number 05 hex into the accumulator (& is the (hash) sign to show that it is a piece of data.

‘You can find out about assemblers on page 40.



A simple program

Here are two programs, one for the Z80 and one for the 6502, which tell the CPU to add two
numbers. They are both written in mnemonics. Strictly speaking, a program in mnemonics
is called an assembly language program and one which uses hex codes is called machine
code Over the page you can find out how to translate the programs to machine code, and
on the next few pages, how to load and run the version for your computer.

The ZSO and 6502 programs follow the same steps, although the actual instructions are

different* In the 65G2 n data on which calculations are to be carried out must always be
placed in the accumulator. In the ZSO it is placed in the accumulator, or for big numbers, in

register pair HL.

To add two numbers you load the first accumulator and store the result in the

number into the accumulator. Then you add memory The mnemonic opcodes for these

The seeond number to the one in the instructions are given below

This program uses
three opcodes: LD A
ADDA, and
LD (addressi, A.

Address

f^pcodcTard ^
operands for the

1 ZSO are separated
by commas.

LDladdressb A Load a certain address with the contents of A (the accumulator).

Addresses are always written in brackets.

6502 mnemonics Meaning

LDA number Load A with a number A stands for “accumulator
1

and LD is short for

“load
11

-

ADC number
ADC is the mnemonic for the instruction "add with carry”. It tells the

computer to add a number to the accumulator and lo set the carry flag in

the Hags register if necessary. You can find out more aboui thison page 29.

STA address

1

Store A (i.e. the contents of the accumulator) at a certain address. ST is

short for "store
11

and A stands for 'accumulator'
1

.

_ .

ZBO adding
program

LD A, &Q2
ADD A, &04
LD (&7F57), A

The * sign indicates

that the operand iso

pieceof data.

Data

Meaning

LoadA with a number. A stands for “accumulator”
and LD is short for "load".

ADO A
r number

Z8Q mnemonics

LD A r number

Add to A (the accumulator), a number.

Now you can fill in the data and addresses. and 4 decimal), and storing the result in

In these examples the programs are adding memory location 7F57 hex.

2 hex and 4 hex (which are the same as 2

' From now on, if you have a ZSO you can skip over the 6502 programs and if your computer uses 6602

instructions, ignore the ZSO programs.
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Translating a program into hex
The only way to translate the mnemonics into hex codes is to look upeach
mnemonic in a chart There is a chart of mnemonics and hex codes at the back ofthis

book. You have to be careful, though, as there are several different hex codesfor

each instruction depending on whether the operand is a piece of data, an addresser

the name of a register. For example, here are some different versions ofthe

opcodes for loading the accumulator, and their hex codes.

Z80 6502

Mnemonics Hex codes Mnemonics Hex codes

LD A, date 3E, data LDA data A9 data

LD A, (address! 3A, address LDA address AD address

When the operand is a piece of data it is

called ' immediate addressing ". When it is

the address where the data is stored it is

called 'absolute addressing
11

. The list of

mnemonics and hex codes at the back of

ttus book includes aU the instructions

covered in this book. If you want to write

more advanced programs you will need to

get a complete list of Z80 or 6502 codes and
there are some suggested books on page 40,

You have to reverse ^

the two pairs of digits

in an address, likethis.

You leave out the &
and # signs in the hex
codeversion.

Here are the hex codes for the Z8G and 6502 code and those in hex are called object

adding programs. Instruct ions in code,

mnemonics are sometimes called source

Now you can fill in the data and addresses.

This is quite straightforward - except for

the addresses. In machine code you have to

reverse The order of the two pairs ofd igits

which make up an address You can find out

more about this on the opposite page.

280 adding program 6502 adding program
i

Mnemonics Hex codes Mnemonics Hex codes

LD A, data 3E, data LDA data A9 data

ADD A, data C6, data ADC data 69 data

LD (address), A 32, address STA address 8D address



More about hex codes

Machine code programs are written in hex rather than decimal numbers because the

binary numbers used in the computers own code translate more neatly to hexthan

decimal.

\
Hex

Decimal Decimal

For example, the highest address you can number t hat can be represented by one
have with sixteen binary digits is 65535 in byte (eight binary digits ) is £55 decimal and

decimal and FFFF in hex and the highest FF hex.
*

Most of the opcodes in the computer s

instruction set are one byte long, so in hex

though, take up two bytes so they need two
pairs of hex digits.

The first pair of hex digits is called the high

order byte and it is the page number in the

memory on which the address is located

(see page 10}. The second pair of digits is

called the low order byte and it is the

position of the memory location on the page

(one page = 256 memory locations).

Because of the way the CPU handles

addresses you must always give it the low

order byte (position on page) first, followed

by the high order byte (page number).

Looking at machine code programs
Machine code programs in magazines look very confusing until you work om howthey are
presented- Below there are two examples of the way machine code listings are displayed.

(Neither ofthese programs is complete and will not work on a computer.)

Hex dump nrinstruction, piece or data or

rHax address pan of an address in hex.

" 3A3Q OO
3A3B CB
3A40 CF
3A48 DO
3A50 1A
3A5S CD
3A60 FE
3A68 OB

if
00 OO OO D

B

IF 30 07 3E
37 3F 21 2F
01 CO 03 C5
FE 50 28 20
AO 3A D3 01
OO FA 88 3A
FE 64 CA 06

01
10
39
OE
CD
4E

CB IF
D3 00
1

1

00
27 71
C5 3A
OD 79

F3 CD
3B FI

BO
71

Assembly language listing

Address Hex codes . Mnemonics
v if

0340 A2 00 LD* #iOO
0342 BD 4E 03 LDA
0345 9D CD 83 ST A
0340 EB IMS
0349 EO OB CPX #&GB
034B DO F5 BNE fcFS

034D OO BR+:

This is called a hex dump. The first four

digits in each line are an address and the
rest of the pairs of digits are the hex codes

for instructions, data and addresses. The
first code in each line is stored in the

address at the beginning of the line. The
rest of the codes are stored in the locations

following that address.

This listing includes hex codes and
mnemonics. The first number in each line

is the address where the first byte in each

line is stored in the computer s memory.
The next column contains the hex codes

for the program, followed by the

mnemonics.

'You can find oul how to convert binary numbers to decimal on page 23.



Finding free RAM
There are several things to do before you can load and run the adding program on
page 18 . First you need to choose an area in the memory in which to store the

program. When you type in a BASIC program, the BASIC interpreterautomatically

stores your program in user RAM. When you give the computer a machine code
program, you bypass the interpreter so you have to tell the computer where to

store the program.

You need to choose an area in the RAM where your machine code will not

interfere with any other information stored in the memory. For instance, you must

not store machine code in the areas reserved for use by the operating system, such

as the systems variables or the stacks. Ifyou do the system will probably crash as

yourmachine code will have replaced vital information which the computer needs

to organize all its work. You also have to be careful to keep your machine code
separate from any BASIC program you may give thecomputer at thesame time. If

the computer crashes the only way to restore it is to switch it off and on againand

you will lose your program.

It is guile easy to work out the length ofa Most machine code programs are quite

machine code program - you just count up short and to start with a hundred bytes of

the number of pairs of hex digits (each pair memory space will probably be plenty for

takes up one byte ) . For example
,
the adding your machine code programs

program has seven bytes.

Finding free RAM
The normal place to store machine code
programs is at the top ofuser RAM, the

place where BASIC programs are

stored. You have tomake sure, though,

that the machine code will not get mixed
up with any BASIC programs. To avoid

this you can tower the top ofthe user

RAM area. This makes a “no-man’s land”
above user RAM which the computer
will not use until you tell it to whenyou
load your machine code program,

The top of user RAM is called

RAMTOP, or HIMEM, or just top of

memory You can find outhow to lower

RAMTOP on the opposite page.

20



Lowering the top of user RAM
The computer keeps a record of the address ofRAMTOP in the systems variables andyou

can change RAMTOP by changing the address stored in the systems variables. The
instructions for doing this vary on different computers, but most follow the principles given

below. You should check how to change the top ofRAM in your manual though, asyour

computer may use different instructions, or may even have an easier way to make space

for machine code.

Page
number

Position

on the
pageSYSTEMS V4RIM31E5

The address ofRAMTOP takes up two
consecutive locations in the systems

variables, one for the page number of the

location and one for the position on the

page. Look up the addresses ofthese

systems variables locations in your manual

(they may be listed as RAMTOP, HIMEM, or

just top of user RAM). The computer stores

the two bytes of the address inreverse

order - first the position on the page, then

the page number, so the first location in the

systems variables holds the position

number and the second, the page

You can use PRINT PEEK (or your

computer's command) like this to peek into

the systems variables and print out the

address of RAMTOP. Fill in the addresses

ofyour systems variables

This command automatically converts the

two bytes of the RAMTOP address into a

decimal address by multiplying the page
number by 256, then adding the position on

the page.

CLEAR ramtop address - lOO

^Spectrum

HlhEh ramtop address - 100

L
Most computers have their own special

command for changing the address of the

top of user RAM, For instance, for the

Spectrum (Timex 2000) the command is

CLEAR and for the Oric it is HIMEM. These
commands are followed by the address of

the top of user RAM minus the number of

bytes of memory you wish to reserve for

machine code as shown above left. Check
your computer

1

s command in your manual

.

These commands lower the top ofuser

RAM by 100 locations and so reserve an

area of 99 bytes for machine code starting at

the address after RAMTOP. You can
change the figure 100 to reserve more space

21

*See over the page for how to lower the lop of RAM on the VIC 20, and where to store machine code
on the ZX81 (Timex 1000).



VIC 20 tip

The VIC 20 has no special command for

changing the address stored in the

systems variables. Here are the

i retractions for lowering the address of

the top of user RAM on the VIC.

The address is held in systems variables

55 and 56- Remember, the second
location holds the page number.

L POKE 56 * PEEK < 56) -1 r
To lower the top of user RAM by 256

locations, Le one page, use the direct

command shown above This makes the

computer peek into location 56 (the one

which holds the page number). It

subtracts 1 from the value held there and
then pokes the new value back into

location 56, In other words, it reduces the

page number part of the address by 1. To
see the new address of the top of user

RAM type this command:
PRINT PEEK{55) + PBEK(5G) *256.

ZX81 tip

On the ZX8 i the best place to store

machine code programs is at the

beginning ofuser RAM . To do this you
type a REM statement as the first line of

the hex loader program given on page
24 and fill it with as many digits asthere

are bytes in your machine code
program.

5 REM 1234567

Seven bytes

Each of the digits in the REM statement

takes up one location in the memory.
Now you can poke your bytes of

machine code into the locations

reserved by the digits in the REM
statement.

KB^.I'USER RAM
The first byte
of machine
code will be
stored in

location 16514.

User RAM^
starts at

location

16509 .MET
To do this you need to know the address

where the first digit is stored. UserRAM
stans at location 16509 and the computer
needs two bytes to hold the REM line

number, one forREM, one for NEWLINE
and one to record the length of the line,

so the first digit is in location 16514.

Other places to store
machine code
There are a few otherplaces inthe

memory where you can store machine
code, ifyouare not using them, For

instance, ifyou are not planning on

saving your program, you can store it in

the cassette buffer, or ifyou are not

creating any user-defined graphics, you
could store it in the area set aside for this.

Look in your manual to find the

addresses of these areas in the RAM,
Your manual may also suggest suitable

places in your computer's memory for

storing machine code. You should look

out, too, for tips in magazines and books.
22



Loading and running a program
The next few pages show you how to loadana run the adding program on page 1 8.

To give the computer a machine code program you have to poke each byte into the

area ofmemory that you have chosen for storing machine code (e.g. above

RAMTOP). On most computers you can only poke decimal numbers so you use a

short BASIC program called a "hex loader" to do this for you. The hex loader

converts each byte of machine code to a decimal number, then pokes it into the

memory. There is a hex loader program over the page. rust, though, you need to

change the address for the answer to the adding program, toan address suitable

for your computer. There is also one more instruction (see below) you must add to

the program.

Choosing an address forthe answer

Data produced by a machine code they will not get mixed up with the program

program
,
such as the answer to the sum in itself. The best place is right at the

the adding program, is called “data bytes*’. beginning of the area you have reserved for

It is important to store data bytes where machine code, in front of the program

To convert the address to hex you divide by To convert these to hex you divide by 16

256 . The answer is the decimal page and then convert the answers and

number and the remainde r is the position remainders to hex d igits as shown above,

on the page (see page 1 1).

For example, ifyou have lowered the top of store the data byte and the program would

userRAM to, say
,
location 16000, the first start in location 16002. You will need to

addre ss of the area for machine code will convert the address for the data byte to hex

be location 16001 This is where you would so you can insert it in the program.

The return instruction

280 mnemonics
LD A, &Q2
ADD A.&04
LD1&7F57),

Hex codes
3E.02

C6, 04

32.57 7F

6502 Mnemonics
LDA # &Q2
ADC #&04
STA&7F57

Hex codes
A9Q2
69 04

8D677F

At the end of every machine code program it left off. Without this command, the

you must always have the instruction RET computer would carry on attempting to

(for the Z80) or RTS (for the 6502). This follow an instruction for every byte it found

makes the computer stop running the in the memory and the system would soon

machine code program and return to where crash.
*

'There is more about the return instruction on page 35.



Hex loader program

Here is the program for loading machine code into the computer’s memory. To use this

loader you put the hex codes ofyour machine code program in line 180, followed by the
word END; as a signal to tell the computer there is no more data. At line 40, the computer
reads a pair of hex digits, converts them to a decimal number in lines 70 to 1 10 andthen
pokes that number into the memory in line 130.

*

10 PRINT "ADDRESS NHERE MACHINE

CODE IS TO BE STORED? 11

20 INPUT A-
30 LET C=C —
40 READ HU —

A is the address of the first locationwhere
you wish to store yourprogram.

C is a counter.

Puts first pair ofhex digits inline 100 into H$.

50 IF H*= 1BEND ,H THEN GOTO ISO

60 IF LENfHtl<>2 THEN GOTO 170 —
70 LET X>'A3C<H*>-45>*-16

SO IF ASCCH*) - '57 THEN LET T =

tA5C4H*> -S3? *16

90 LET Y“A5C<RIGHT* fH*, 1 > 5

100 IF Y< SB THEN LET X=X + ¥-4@ —
110 IP V >5 / Tl !E:N LET I X # V - 55

120 IF X i
P0 OR Y 255 THEN GOTO 170

130 POKE A+C, X —
140 LET C=C+1 —
1 50 GOTO 40 — —
155 REM SAMPLE DATA ONLY

1 60 DATA E.F F6 , E2 , A9 , END

170 PRINT lj EAD DATA 1 -

10O STOP

Tests H3 for word END, the sign al to

indicate end of -data.

Checks to make sure HS contains two digits,

and if not, goes to line 170.

Converts first hex digit lo a decimal number
and stores inX.

Converts second hex digit to a decimal
number, Y. and adds to X.

Checks forbad data by making sure
decimal number in X is between Q and 255.

First time, C~0
(
so pokesX into memory

location A-

Adds one to C,m pokes decimal value of
next hexcode into memory location A+ 1

,

Back to read next hex code.

Put your hex codes here, followed by signal

word END.

Prints this if it finds bad data in lines 80 or
130, then stops.

How the loaderworks

Hex 0
'

1 2
'

3 4 5 6

~
8 sT| A B c D E F

ASCII
'

48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 5 7' 65 66 67 68 69 70
us 48

.

us 55

bed nnal c
1

[l 2 3 4 5 ! 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2
|

1 3 14
'

1
Eh

ft-/ life* ASC 11 Decimal iW 3 - SI '48 , 3 X 16- 4©
| py £ - 69 - 55 * /4 f

l4a I Decimal
*

75 + L value of

dT— f hex code j

$2 3E is 62.

24

At line 70, the computer converts the first

digit in HSto its ASCII code vising the BASIC
word A5G- It then converts the ASCII code
to a decimal value by subtracting 48, or for

codes over 57,by subtracting 55, as shown
in the chart above. Then it multiplesby 16

because the first hex digit represents the
number of IBs and puts the answer in X.

At line §0 it uses the same method to

convert the right-hand digit to an ASCII
code and stores it in Y. In lines 100 and 1 lOit

changes Y to a decimal number by
subtracting 48 or 55 as before, and adds it to

X. (This time it does not multiply by 16 as it is

the digit which represents Is in the hex
number

. ) The value stored inX is the

decimal equivalent ofthe pair of hex digits.

*For theSpectrum (Timex 2000)change the ASC command to CODE and put each pair ofhex codes in
quotes. See page 48 for alterations for the ZX8 1 (Timex 1000) and Ataricomputers.



Using the loader

Now you can use the hex loader to try out the machine code adding program This is not a

very exciting program, but it is simple and it shows you how machine code works Type the
hex loader into your computer, At line 160, replace the sample data with the hex codes for

the adding program, as shown below.

Data for the hex loader

Replace Iband Hb with thetwo
bytes of the address for the
answer.

ZBO 1 to DATA 3E, 02*U. 04,. 32, 1 b* hb,C9, END

6502 160 DATA 04, ©D, lb, hb, 60, END

These are the hex codes for the adding
program. You need to replace the letters lb

(low order byte) and hb (high order byte),

with the two bytes ofthe address where the

answer will be stored in your computer.

Remember to put the bytes in reverse

order
,

i.e, low order byte (position on page)
followed by high order byte (page number).

Running the hex loader

Now type RUN to run the hex loader
program. When it asks you for the address,

type in the first location after the one where

you are storing the answer. Type this

address as a decimal number as it will be
used with the POKE command

Running the machine code program

The command to tell the computer to start

running a machine code program varies on
different computers. Some use CALL,
others use PRINT USR or SYS with the

decimal address of the location where the

first byte of the program is stored. Check
this command in your manual. When the

computer receives this command it goes to

the address and starts carrying out the

machine code instructions 25



Seeing the result

[
PRINT PEEK < 1 600 1 > X PRINT PEEK tl 6001 >

:
The computer carries out the machine code have to use PRINT PEEK with the address of

instructions and stores the answer in the the answer. The result win be the answer in

location you told it to. To see the result you decimal.

Programs to write
You now know enough machine code to wnte some simple programs. There is a

checklist at the bottom of the page to help you remember all the things you have to do

when you write a machine code program Answers page 44

1. Try writing a program to add 26 and 73

(decimal) and store the result in the

memory.

2. See if you can write a program to add

64 and 12 and 14 (decimal) and store the

result in the memory.

The adding program will only add
numbers which total less than 255.

On page 28 you can find out howto
add 6a rger numbers.

the book).

Do n
r

t forg et to put END after yo u r

list of hex codes in the he* loader.

Before running the he* loader,

check the he* codes in the data line

very carefully.

If you changethe data in the he*
loader you have to run the
program again to poke the new
bytes into the memory.

4. Count up the number of bytes and

reserve your freeRAM area. (See pages

20 -22 .)

8. Run the hex loader and input the

decimal address of the first location

where you wish to store the machine

code. (See page 25.)

9. Run the machine code program using

your computer
1

s command with the

address (in decimal) of the first location

where the machine code is stored. [See

page 25.)

5* Work out what memory locations you

need for data bytes and convert the

26 addresses to hex. (See page 23 )

Machine code checklist

1, Write your program in assembly

language and convert any data to hex.

2 . Look up the hex code for each of the

mnemonics (there is a list of the

mnemonics and hex codes at the back of

3.

Add the return instruction to the end of

the program. (See page 23 )

6. Fill in the addresses in the program -

remember to put the two bytes in reverse

order. (See pages 18-19,)

7. Type in the hex loader (you could save

this program on tap e) and fill in the hex

codes in line 160 followed by the END
signal. (See page 24.)



Adding bytes from memory
In the previous program the data was included m the program itself. This iscalled

immediate addressing. Sometimes, though, you may want to tell the computer to

do something with data stored in its memory. In this case, the operand part ofan

instruction will be an address telling the computer where to find the data. This is

called absolute (or direct, or extended) addressing.

These are j ust two of the several different modes" . There is a different hex code for

ways in w hich you can tell the computer each instruction depending on the

where to find the data to work on . The addressingmode you are using,

different ways are called "addressing

Program to add numbers from the memory
Here is a program to add two numbers stored in the memory. Compare the hex codes for

the instructions in this program, which uses absolute addressing, with those for the

previous adding program which used immediate addressing

Z80 program

Mnemonics Hex codes Moaning

LD A, (address 1) 3A, address 1 Put the number in address 1 into the accumulator.

LD B, A 47 Put the number in the accumulator into register B.

LD A, (address 2) 3A, address 2 Put the number in address 2 into the accumulator.

ADD AM 80 Add the number in register B to the accumulator.

LD (address3L A 32, address 3 Store the contents of the accumulator in address 3.

RET C9 Return

To add two numbers from memory you straight from the memory, though, so you

have to load them into the registers first For have to put the first number intoA and then

this you can use the accumulator (A) and transfer it to B

,

register B You cannot load register B

6502 program

Mnemonics Hex codes Meaning

IDA address 1

ADC address

2

i

ADeddressI

1 6D address 2

Put the number in address 1 into the accumulator.

Add the number in address 2 to the accumulator.

STA address 3 BD address 3 Store the contents of the accumulator in address 3,

RTS
l
60

1

Return,

Running the program
To run this program, follow the steps given inthe checklist on the opposite page. First,

though, you will need to poke into the memory the two numbers to be added. You should

choose memory locations at the beginning ofthe area you have cleared for machine code, to

keep these data bytes separate fromthe instructions. Then convert the addresses to hexand

insert them in the program. You need a third address forthe answer. To see the result, type

PRINT PEEK(address 3).



Working with big numbers
The programs on the previous few pages only work with numbers which add up to

255 or less. This is the highest number that you can represent with the eight bitsin

one register or memory location. To work with larger numbers you need to knowa
little more about the binary number system, and how to use the carry flag. Overthe
page there is a machine code program to add larger numbers.

Binary numbers
The binary number system works like hex and decimal numbers except that there are only
two digits, 0 and 1 . To make numbers bigger than 1 you vise several digits and the value of

each digit depends on its position in the number.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i

< 1 28 x 64 x 32 x 1 6 x S x 4 x 2 X 1

128 + 64 + 32 + 16 + CO + 4 + 2 + 1

In a binary number* each digit has twice

the value of the digit on its right. The first

digit (the one on the right) shows how
many ones there are in the number. The
second digit shows the number of twos;

255

the third, the number of fours; the fourth the

number of eights and so on, as shown above.

To convert a binary number to decimal you
multiply each digit by the value of its position

in the number and add up the answers.

! 0 0 1 0 1110 i 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

x 128 x64 *32 xS x4 x2 xl *128 x32 m-8 x4 x 2 xl

0 + 0 + 32 + 0+ 8+4+ 2+ 0 1 ?$ 4- 0 +040*0+4+2 + I

= 46 -135

Here are some more examples which show how you
convert binary numbers to decimal.

Giving the computer big numbers
Inside the computer, numbers over 255 are stored in two bytes, called the 'high orderbyte"
and the

l

low order byte
1

', just like addresses The high order byte shows how many 256s
there are in the number and the low order byte is the remainder. As with addresses, the
computer always deals with the low order byte before the high order byte and you have to

store them in that order in the memory.

To give the computer a number over 255
you have to work out the value for each
byte To do this you divide the numberby
2S6, The answer is the decimal value of the

high order byte. The remainder is the low
order byte.

If you want to use the number as data in a

machine code program you have to convert

each byte to hex. To do this, divide each
byte by 16, then convert the answers and
remainders to hex digits as described on
page IL

307; 21214; 759; 1023.
What arethe decimal high order and
low order bytesfor these numbers?
And what are they in hex?(Answers
on page 44.}



The carry flag
The carry flag is a single bit in the flags

register (also called the processor

status register}, which is used to

indicate when the answer to a sum is

greater than 255 and will not fit intoone
byte (eight bits). Whenever this

happens the computer automatically

puts a 1 in the carry flag. This is called

setting the carry flag and making it 0 is

called clearing it.

You can think of the carry flag as a ninth bit

indicating that a binary 1 has been carried

over from column eight of a number. For
example, look at the sum 164 + 240

( 10 100 100+ 1 1 1 10000 in binary), below.

To add binary numbers you carry 1

each lime a column totals morethan
1 just as you do in decimal addilion

when atolumn toialsmorethan 9.
Ninth

Binary

128 64 32 16 8 4 2

Decimal

164
+ 240

404

The answer to this sum is 404 which takes
up nine bits in binary. The ninth bit shows
how many 256s there are in the number. In

Carrying in the Z80

The Z80 has two different adding

instructions:ADD and ADC, ADD tells the

computer to add two numbers but to ignore

any carry over from previous calculations.

If the calculation results in a cany over, the

computer will set the carry flag and if there

is no carry it will make the carry flag 0.

the computer it would be represented by

the bit in the carry flag.

ADC stands for "add with carry
1
' and it

tells the computer to add two numbers plus

the carry flag, and to set or dear the carry

flag depending on the result. If you are
doing a series of calculations it is best to use

the ADD instruction lor the first sum to make
sure you do not include a carry left over

from a previous operation , and then to use

ADC in case there was a carry from the first

calculation.

You can see howthe
carry flag works in *

the program over
the page, *

The 6502 has only one adding instruction, it is important to dear the carry flag using

ADC, so it always includes the contents of the instruction CLC (clear carry flag) before

the carry flag in calculat ions. Because of this you do any addit ions

.
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Big number programs

Next you need to poke these bytes into

memory locat ions at the beginning of the

area you have reserved for machine code.

For each number, the low order byte must

be in the first location, followed by the high

order byte. In the picture above, the two

bytes for the first number are stored in

locationsW and W1 and the bytes for the

second number are in locations X and XI.

You need three locations, Y, Y 1 and Z for the

answer (one for the low order byte, one for

the high order byte and one for a possible

carry).

Z80 big number program
Adding the two numbers on the Z8Q is quite easy as you can use the registers in pairs, with

each pair holding the two bytes for one number. You can use theH and L registers asone

pair and the B and C registers as another. When they are used like this they are referred to

as HL and BC When you are not using the accumulator you use the HL registers foradding.

Here are the mnemonics and hex codes for the program. It may help you to look at the

picture at the top of the page when you study t his program.

Before you can run the programs on these two pages you need to work out thehigh

and low byte for each of the numbers you want to ado and poke them intothe

memory. For example, say you want to add 307 and 764
High order Low order

First number: 307

307 256 - 1 remainder 51

High

order
byte

Second number: 764

784 h- 256 2 remainder 252

Mnemonics

LD HL (address W)

LD BC, (address X)

Hex codes Meaning

2A, addressW

ADD HL, BC 09

LD (add ress Y), HL 22, address Y

LD A, &0
ADC A.&Q
LD (address ZL A

RET

3E,0

CB r0
32 address Z

Puts byte from address W (low order byte of

first number) into register L and byte from
address W 1 (high order byte, first number) into

register H,

ED 4B, address X
* I

This opcode is

two bytes long.

Puts byte from address X (low order byre,

second number) into register C and byte from
address X 1 (hsgh order byte, second number)
into register B

.

Adds contents ofHL and BC and leaves result in

HL It does not add in the carry flag but it does set

the carry flag if necessary

Stores low order byte ofanswer in address

Y and high order byte in address YL_^.

See opposite page for how the

computer checks the carry flag.

C9 Return.

See opposite for
,

how to display

the result of

this program.

To run the program you need to fill in the

hex addresses for W, X, Y and Z. (Don't

forget to reverse the pairs of digits.) When
30 you use the registers in pairs you need only

specify one address for each pair. The
computer automatically puts the byte from

the next consecutive address into the other

register in the pair.



Checking the carry flag

Lines 5-7 of the Z8Q program are for

checking the carry flag, You cannot load the

contents of the carry flag straight into a

register, or into the memory. The only way
to see if it has been set is to do another
addition. To do this you put 0 into the

accumulator (5th line], then add 0, using the

add with carry instruction. If the carry flag

was set by the previous calculation the

accumulator will now contain 1 (from the

carry flag) and this is stored in address Z

(7th line).

6502 big number program
Here is the program for adding numbers greater than 255 on the 6502- Before you run it you

need to work out the high order and low order bytes for the two numbers and poke them
into the memory as described on the opposite page.

Mnemonics Hex codes
CLC 18

LOA addressW AD addressW
ADC address X 6D address X
STA address Y 8D address Y
LPA addressW1 AD address W1
ADC address Xl 6D address XI
STA address Yt 8D address Y1
LDA #&0 A9 00

ADC #&0 69 00
STA address Z SO address z

RTS 60

The hex codes for the ADC
instruction in the 6th and 9th

'

lines are different because in
;

the 6th line the operand is an
addressandin the 9th line

it is data.

First the program
clears the carry flag

in case it was set by
a previous operation

Then it puts the low order byte of the first

number into the accumulator and adds
with carry the low order byte of the

second number {2nd and 3rd lines).

if the result is greater

than 255 it sets the

carry flag.

It stores the result in location Y (4th line). Then it adds the two
high order bytes and the carry (if there was one) from the

previous sum. It stores the result in location Y 1 (7th line).

Seeing the result

The result is stored a* fhree bytes. The low

order byte (location Y) shows the number of

units. The high order byte (location Y 1)

shows the number of 256s. This time the carry

(location Z) shows the number of 66536s. To
see the result use the instruction shown on the
right, (Replace Y

(
Y 1 and Z with your

computer
1

s addresse s.)

Lines 8- 10 check to

see if the carry flag

was set using the same
method as shown at

the top of the page.

PRINT PEEK (

V

) * < < PEEK ( V i

>

* 256

J

+ ( PEEK i ZI *65556)J

See if you can adapt the prog ram
> on page 21 so that it can cope with
results greater than 255, Him: you
need to add lines to check the carry^

flag. (Answer page 44,



Displaying a message on the screen
The next program shows you how to use machine code to display a message on the

screen. The program for the Z8Q is on the opposite page and the one for the 6502 is on

page 34. The two programs follow the same basic principles, although the method is

slightly different for the different microprocessors.
*

How the program works

First you poke the character code for each
letter of your message into locations at the

beginning of your freeRAM area. Each
letter takes up one byte. At the end

ofthe message you poke in the code 255 as a

signal to tell the computer this is the end of

the message.

The program loads each byte

of the message into the accumulator

and compares it with 255. If the byte of

message does not equal 255, it stores it in

the screen memory and it is automatically

displayed on the screen. Then the

computer jumps back to the beginning of

the program to find the next byte of the

message in the memory.

Comparing things

Are they
equal?

Zero flag - 0

Zero flag = 1

You use the opcode CP on the Z8G andCMP
on the 6502 to tell the computer to compare
a byte with the one in the accumulator. The
computer compares them by subtracting

one from the other. (This is just a test, in fact,

32 the two bytes remain unchanged, ) If the

result is 0, the two bytes are equal and it sets

the zero flag in the flags register to 1. If they

are not equal the zero flag is 0, You canthen
tell the computer to go to another part of the

program, or carry on with the next instruction

depending on whether the zero flag is 1 or 0

*On the Spectrum (Timex 2000) you will not get a legible message on t he screen because of the way t he
screen memory is organized.



Z80 message program

Here are the mnemonics and hex codes for the Z80. Before you run the program, pokeyour
message into free RAM, Then fill in the addresses in lines 1 and 2 of the program. The last

instruction of the program tells the computer to jump back to the third instruction

.

You need to insert the address where the third instruction will be stored in yourcomputer,

into the last line of the program.

Mnemonics Hex codes

LD HL, screen address 2 1, screen address

LD DE, message address 1

1

P message address

LD A, (DE) 4 1A
CP,4JT FE.FF
RET Z C8
LD (HL)A 77

INC, DE
,

13

INC, HL 23

JF\ address of 3rd

instruction

\ C3> address of 3rd

instruction

f in indirect addressing the

y operand is whiten in

f brackets,

In this program, register pairs HL and DE are used as pointers to the addresses where the

computer should store or fetch data. This is called "'indirect addressing
11

, The instructions in

the third and sixth lines use indirect addressing.

In the first two lines, the computer puts the screen address (the address where dala is to

be stored) into register pair HL and the message address {the address from which data is

fetched), into register pair DE.

LD A, (DE) tells the computer to read the

address in DE and then fetch the byte from

that address and put it in the accumulator.

This is indirect addressing. Then it

compares the byte in the accumulator with

&FF (the hex for 255). RET Z tells the

computer to return to BASIC if the zero flag

is 1 (i.e, if the byte equals 255). If the zero

flag is 0, it carries on with the next

instruction.

LD (HL),A also uses indirect addressing. It

tells the computer to read the address in HL
and then store the contents of the

accumulator (the message byte) at the

location with that address. INC is the

mnemonic for "increment
11

and means

increase by one. In the seventh and eighth

lines the computer adds one to the

addresses held in DE and HL so that when it

jumps back to the instruction in the third

line, it fetches the message byte from the

next memory location 53



6502 message program

Here are the mnemonics and hex codes for the 6502. Before you run the program youneed
to poke the character codes for your message into free RAM, followed by 255, the signal for

the end of the message. Then put the address, in hex, of the first location where the
message is stored, in the second Jine of the program Put an address m yourcomputer’s
screen memory in the fifth line.

You also need to fill in the seventh line with the address where the second instruction in

the program will be stored in your computer This makes the computer jump back to

repeat the program.

Mnemonics Hoccodes
LDX #&oo A2 00 'S

LDA message address, X BD message address

CMPtf&FF f C9FF
BEQ to RTS instruction i-FOO?

STA screen address, X 9D screen address

JNX \ E8
JM P address of2nd instruction ^4C address of 2nd instruction

i

RTS tso
-

In the fourth line of

the he> codes the

figure 07 tel Is the
computer how
many locationsto

t

jump to reach the
RTS instruction.

This program uses another addressing Y registers are added to the operand to give

mode, called “indexed addressing In the address where the data is stored. The
indexed addressing, the contents of the X or second and fifth lines use indexed addressing.

~
’N^Codes

II mLi_il

1 \M Si
In the first line, the computer puts 0 into the given in the instruction. The result gives it

X register. The second instruction uses the address ofthe data to be loaded into the

jndexed addressing so the comput er add s accumulator (a byte ofmessage),

the contents of the X register to the address K

CMP in the third line makes the computer
compare the byte in the accumulator with

&FY [hex for 255), the signal for the end of

the message. Ifthey are equal it sets the

zero flag to 1. The next instruction, BEQ.

stands for 'branch if equal’ (i.e. ifthe zero

flag is I). In the hex codes it is followed by a
number telling the computer how many
locations to jump We want the computer to

branch to RTS if the message byte equals

255 and there are seven bytes between the

branch instruction and RTS.

34

fsCKEEN MEMOflr

E3 E

_cr- zultdCl . 1

F
L U,Z

Next, in the fifth line, the program uses
indexed addressing to store the byte in the

accumulator (the message byte) at the

address given in the instruction plus X.

INX stands for Increment X" and it

makes the computer add 1 to the contents of

6h w—-^Trr—

ZS
jlO

Ms e^t -
j l

the X register Then it jumps back to the

second instruction. This time X is 1, so it

loads the next byte of the message into the

accumulator and stores it at the next screen
location.



Jumping and branching
Making the computer go to an instruction in another pait of the program iscalled

branching. There are three different ways of branching: jumps, subroutinesand

conditional branches. In a conditional branch the computer carries out a lestand
then branches, orgoes on with the nexi instruction, depending on the result ofthe

test You can find out more about conditional branches over the page Jumps just leil

the computer to go to a certain address,

The program counter

The program counte r is a special 1 6-bit reg ister which holds the address ofthe next

instruction the computer is to carry out. The computer reads the number in the program

counter and then goes to the location with that address to fetch its next instruction. Thenthe
program counter is increased by one so it points to the next memory location.

JMP &7F57JP &7F57

When you tell the computer to jump or JUmP
branch to a certain address, that address is sequenee from that address , The opcodes

put in the program counter and the for ajump on the Z80 and 6602 are shown in

computer then carries out the instructions in the p icture above

.

Subroutines
The instruction “CALL address" on the Z80 and "JSR address” (jump to subroutine) on the

6502, tell the computer to go to a subroutine. This is just like in BASIC and at the end ofthe

subroutine you need the return instruction (RET on the Z3G and RTS on the 6502).

jsr mooo

When you tell the computer to go to a

subroutine, the address ofthe subroutine is

put in the program counter. The contents of

the program counter (the address ofthe

instruction after CALL or JSR) are stored or

"pushed'
1

on the stack The stack is a special

part ofRAM set aside for the computer's use

(see page 10).

When the computer reaches the RTS or RET This is the address of the instruction after

instruction at the end of the subroutine, it the one which sent it to the subroutine, This

retrieves, or ' pops ', the last item off the is also what happens when you tell the

stack and puts it in the program counter . computer to run a machine code program.



Conditional branches

Z80
Jump to a certain

address if there is a

cany.

6502

Branch 5 locations if

equal.

In a conditional branch the computer tests one ofthe bits in the flags register and then,

depending on the result, either branches or carries on with the next instruction. Here are the

bits in the flag register which you can test in conditional branches.

This is the zero

3 and it is set to 1

no pieces ofdata
; equal

N or S This is the sign V or P/V This is called the overflow bit on the 6502. C This is ihe cany
bit. It is referred to as N On the Z8Q it has two functions and is called c he flag. fi i$ set to 1

on the 5502 and S on the parity/overflow. As an overflow bit it is set iq 1 when when the answer to
Z80. It is set to 1 when the result ofa calculation in two's complement asum will not fit in
the result of a notation (see opposite ) results in a carryover to the one byte,
calculation is negative sign bit-

and 0 for positive As a parity bit it is set to 1 if the re is an odd number
results. of ones in a byte and isused forchecking purposes

Various instructions in addition to the on the 6502 The instructionDEC
compare instruction cause these flags to be (decrement) affects the sign and zero
automatically set or cleared . For example, flags .

*

Conditional branch opcodes
Here are the conditional branch instructions for testing each bit.

Z80
Jump if. „

,

j

JPC ...there is a carry (C = 1),

6502
Branchif . .

.

BCS . .there isa carry (C = I).

JP IMG .......... ...no carry (C = 0) ecc ..no cany (C = 0)

JPZ .. equal (Z= 1) SEQ .. equal (Z - 1)

JPNZ k+J notequal(Z = 0) BNE ..not equal (Z = 0)

JPM ...minus(S - 1) BMI . .minus(N - 1)

JPP... .„plu?(S = 0) BPL „plus(N = 0)

JP P0 parityodd ( P/V - 1) BVS ..overflow set (V = 1)

JP PE ...parity even (P/V = 0) BVC . overflow clear (V = 0)

["““Lnc..® So5lOTil B
there is no carry.

6502
Branch 5 locations if

there is a carry.

After the
IL

JP test” instruction on the Z8G you
give the computer the address of the

instruction you want it tojump to. On the

6502 you give the computer a number which
tells it how many locations it has to jump
forwards or backwards to find the

instruction. This is caUed "relative

addressing" and the number is called the

“displacement", or "offset
1

.

The ZB0 has an additional conditional

branch instruction, "JR test", which youuse
with a displacement rather than an address,

JR stands for “jump relative” and you can only

test the zero flag and the carry flag with JR.

' A complete list of your microprocessor $ instruction set will te 11 you which in$i ructions affect which
flags.



Remember to count
two bytes for a n address

IDA address
CMPtf&FF
BNEtoRTS
STA address
RTS

1 and 1 make
0 carry 1

.

So the hex representation of the two’s

complement o f 6 is FA and for a backward s

jump you insert this number in the program
In two’s complement, the highest number
you can represent is 128. This is the biggest

backwards displacement you can have

The biggest forwards displacement is 127,

the highest number you can make with the

eighth binary digit set to 0 to indicate a

positive number
/- —
Gan you work out the hex for the two s

compfemeni of 12, 18 and 9? (Answer page 48)

1* To work out the two's complement of a

number, say 6 (the displacement for the

program above}, first write down the

number in binary,

2. Then you change all the Os to 1 and the Is

to 0, This is called “flipping the bits'
1

or

“complementing" a number. The result is

called the “one's

complement1
'.

3. Next add 1. The ( Thrsisthetwo r

s
result is the two's \ complement of 6,

complement of the

number.

4* Now you need to convert this to hexto
insert it in the program. The easiest way to

do this is to divide the number down the

middle and work out the decimal andthen
the hex value of each group of four digits.

12Ss G4s 32s 16s 8s 4s 2s Is

I 6 = G 00 0 0 1 L 0

4 8s 4s 2s Is 3s 4& 2s Is1111 10 10
= decimal 1 5 = decimal 10
= hexF = hex A

When you give the computer a displacement number in a conditional branch, the

computer works out the address of the instruction it is to jump to by adding or subtracting

the displacement from the program counter. To work out the displacement, count the

number ofbytes up to and including the instruction you want to jump to. Start at the

instruction after the conditional branch and count that as 0 (because the programcounter
will already point to that instruction). For example, here are two short 6502 programs /
which show how you work out the displacement. (The method is the same for the Z80.) H

Forwardsand backwards jumps
For forwards jumps you just translate the displacement into a hex number and insert it in the

program. For backwards jumps, though, the displacement is a negative number and there is

no way of indicating negative numbers in eight bit binary. Instead, you use a differentsystem
of notation called "two’s complement

1

, In two’s complement, the left-hand bit is used as a
sign bit. If this bit is 1 the number is negative. If it is 0 it is a positivenumber

Two's complement

Working out the displacement

To make the computer jump to the RTS
instruction in the example above, the

displacement is 3,

In the example below, the displacement

to make the computer jump back to the

ABC instruction is -6.

LDA *&G0
,ADC*&01
f
CMP #&FF
VBNE to ADC
RTS i

Count this

instruction

asO,

|L.j iilj rri3u—

^

Lspi
[aoc yu\&NEQ .

RT5 '



Screen flash program
On these two pages there tsa program which swaps two blocks ofdisplay on the

screen io make a [lashing effect It shows how simple animation works The
program fo r the Z80 is given below and the one for the 6502 is on the opposi te page

.

Atthe end the re are gu ]de

1

1nes for

r

unnmg the program for bo lhm ic rop rocessors

280 screen flash
Put very simply, the program swaps the two blocks of the diplay by loading a byte from

each block into the registers^ then storing the byte from block b in the screen address for

block a and vice versa.

Block a

Block b

The program uses indirect addressing. The
screen addresses for the first byte ofeach

block are stored in registers HL and DE.
The computer reads the addresses in these

registers each time it loads or stores the

bytes After swapping two bytes the

instruction INC (mnemonic for increment)

makes it add one to HL and DE so that when

Z80 program
n= number of bytes in one block: a = first address of block a; b first address of block b.

the program repeats, these are the

addresses of the next two bytes in each
block on the screen.

Register B holds the number ofbytes to

be swapped. Each time the program
repeats, Bis decremented (decreased) by 1

so it acts as a counter. When B = 0 all the

bytes have been swapped.

Mnemonics Hex codes Meaning f HLholdsaddress T
LOB r n 06, n fVutTitPT y for block a 3rtd' f"'L-'UUlUtri.

{ nCK-HriHH J

LD HL (address a)

1 Hi ITF

21 , address a
1 1 adrSrp«?*L h

— ^ , l
, . Tlf V Ut holds address /

Put address ofblock a in HL, > for block b /
Put nf hlnrlr hm TTlF V

LD C, (HL) 4E Load C with contents ofaddress in HL (indirect addressing).

LDA, (DE) 1

A

Load A with contents ofaddress in DE (indirect addressing).

LD (HL),A 77 Store contents of accumulator at address in HL (indirect).

LDA, C 79 Pul C (first byte block a) into accumulator.

LD (DE),A 12 Store contents of accumulator at address in DE.

INC HL

INC DE
23

13
Add one to HL andDE.

DECS 05 Decrement B, the counter.

LDA,&00 3E, 00 Put 0 in the accumulator

CP B B8 Compare B with contents of the accumulator (0).

JH NZ to 4th instruction 20, F3
IfB does not equal zero, jump back &F3 locations to load
next bytes into registers, F3 is hex for two’s complement
of 13 (see page 37).

RET
|

C9 Return.



6502 screen flash

6502 screen flash program
Seethe bottom ofthe opposite page for how to work out the values of n, a and b- Then
subtract 1 from a and b so that when the computer adds X it gets the last address in each
block, rather than the first address ofthe next line. (Makesuren, a and b are inhex.)

This program swaps the two blocks, byte by byte (i.e. character by character), starting

with the last byte in each block. It loads these bytes into the registers, then stores thebyte

from block a in the screen location for block b and vice versa. Then the program is

repeated to swap the next pair ofbytes.

muA/7Fft >d

It uses indexed addressing to find the

address for each byte, The total number of

bytes in one block is loaded into the X
register Then, to store or load a byte n the

number in the X register is added to the

starting address for each block. The
instruction DEX (decrement X) makes the

computer subtract 1 from X so that, when
the program repeats, the computer fetches

the nex:t byte back in the display

100 FOR J-O TO 79
1?0 POKE -fir fit screen address
200 NEXT J
210 FOR J-BO TO 15?
220 POKE -first screen address
230 NEXT J



Going further
If you want lo find out more about machine code the best way is to try writingyour
own short programs and to test and study programs written by other people One
good way to use machine code is as a short subroutine to carry out a particular task
in a BASIC program For instance, machine code is particularly suitable for sorting
data or filling the screen with graphics because it is faster and takes lessmemory
space than BASIC, You can find subroutines for doing things like this in magazines.
If the subroutines are written specially for your computer you can run them without
alteration. If they are written for another make ofcomputer which uses thesame
microprocessor you will need to changeany addresses in the program for

addresses in the area in your computers memory that you have chosen to store
machine code.

40

Machine code subroutines
Here are the steps you need to follow to use
a machine code subroutine in a BASIC
program,

1, Make room in The memory for the

machine code by lowering the top ofuser

RAM {see pages 20-22).

2, Put the codes for the machine code
subroutine into line 160 ofthe hex loader
program on page 24. (Make sure there is a
return instruction at the end of the machine
code program.) Add Lines to poke in any
data bytes if necessary, then type in and run

the hex loader.

3, Number your BASIC program using line

numbers starting after those used in the hex
loader. At the point where you want the

computer to carry out the machine code,
put your computer’s command for running a

machine code program as a line in the

BASIC program

L / ^ ...

<o^S'C

- ^ 7^•Kn
4, Type the BASIC program into your
computer and then type RUN. The
computer will carry out the BASIC
instructions and when it reaches the line

telling it to run the machine code program it

will go to the address where the machine
code is stored and carry out the

instructions The return instruction at the

end of the machine code will send the

computer back to the next line in the BASIC
program.

Using an assembler

An assembler (a program which enables
you to type in a machine code program in

mnemonics) makes machine code
programming much easier. You can buy
an assembler on cassette for most home
computers and some, such as the BBC,
have a built-in assembler.

With an assembler you can type in

comments alongside the mnemonics to

remind you what each line does The
assembler will then display the program
on the screen in hex and mnemonics, with

the addresses where the instructions are

stored and the comments.
The assembler will automatically

reverse the pairs of digits in addresses
and work out the address or displacement
for a jump. Some assemblers allow you to

use symbolic names for data, like

variables in BASIC. A good assembler
also has a debugger to find mistakes and
an editor to help you correct them.

Suggested books

There are lots of books on machine code
specially written for one particular make of

microcomputer. The best way to choose
one is to read the reviews in computer
magazines. You may also find the following

books useful:

Programming the 280 and Programming
the 6502

,
both by Rodney Zaks and

published by Sybex. These are very
detailed guides with complete lists of all the

instructions for each microprocessor They
are not easy to read for beginners, but they
are useful for reference

V7C^Programmer's Reference Guide
published by Commodore.
6502Machine Code for Beginners byA , P.

Stephenson, Newnes Microcomputer Books

.



First

hex

digit

First

hex

digit

Decimal/hex conversion charts
This chart converts hex numbers from 0 to FF to decimal and vtce versa,

Hex to decimal Decimal to hex
To convert a hex number to decimal read To convert a decimal number to hex, find

along the row for the first hex d igit in your hex the decimal number in the chan. Then read
number and down the column for the second back along the row for the first hex digit and
hex digit , The number where the row and up the column for the second hex digit e

,
g,

column meet is the dec imal equivalent for 154 is 9A.

your hex number, e.g, hex A1 is decimal 161.

Converting addresses
To use the chart to convert hex addresses

,
equivalent for the second pair of digits to

look up the decimal equivalent for the first find the position on the page. Multiply the

pair of digits in the address. This is the page page number by 256 and add the position

number. Then look up the decimal on the page.

Two's complement conversion chart

This chart gives the two's complement in find the number in the chart
h
then read

hex of decimal numbers from — 1 to — 1 28. along the row for the first hex digit andup
To convert a number to two’s complement, the column for the second digit.

Second hex digit

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e 9 10 I 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 10 19 50 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 40

49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64

65 60 G7 63 SS 70 71 72 70 74 75 76 77 73 79 30

01 32 83 34 85 86 37 88 39 90 91 92 93 94 95 90

97 98 S3 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 no 111 112

113 114 115 116 117 113 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128

Doing conversions on a calculator

When you do conversions on a calculator

the calculator displays the remainder as a

decimal number. For example, ifyou are

converting decimal 134 to hex you divide by
16 then convert the answer and remainder
to hex digits. A calculator would give you
the answer as 8.375,

To convert the remainder to a whole
number you subtract the number before the

decimal point, then multiply by the number
you divided by.

8,375-8 = 0.375 x 16 = 6

So 134 -5- 16 = 8 remainder 6therefore
decimal 134 is 86 in hex.



Z80 mnemonics and hex codes
The mnemonics and hex codes for the instructions covered in this book are given on
the next few pages. The term "implicit addressing" used in these lists is just thename
for instructions where no operand need be specified in the hex code. There area
few other instructions not listed hereand if you want to go further with machinecode
you will need a complete list of the Z80 instruction set (see page 40). The following

abbreviations are used in these lists.

n = number it = register pair c = condition
nn — two byte number x = address d = displacement
r = register

ADC A, ft Add with carry, a

number, n, to lhe accumulator.

(Immed sale addressing
.

)

ADCA.n CEn

ADC R
,
r Add wit h carry,

register r to the accumulator.

{Implicit addressing.)

ADC A,A 3F

ADC A,B ae

ADCAX 39

ADC A
r
D 3A

ADCA.E 8B
ADCA.H sc

ADC A r L 8D

ADCHL
(
rr Add with carry,

the contents of register pair n
to HL. (Implicit addressing.)

I_ ADC HL,DE EDSA
ADCHLBC ED4A

ADCHLHL EDGA

ADDA^ Add a number, n, to

the accumulator. (Immediate

addressing.)

ADD,f> can

ADD A„r Add register r to the

accumulator, (implicit

addressing.)

ADD A rA 87

ADD A rB 80

ADD AX 81

ADD A,D 82

ADD A.E 83

ADD A.H 84

ADDAX 85

ADD HLjFt Add the contents

of register pair rr to HL.

(Implicit addressing.)

ADD HL,BC 09

ADD HL,DE 19

ADDHLHL 29

CALLx Gotosubrouiine

starting at address x.

(Immediate addressing.)

CALLx CD 3

CALLc,x Go to subroutine

starting at address x

depending on condition c.

c may be Z (equal); NZ (not

equal); C (carry): NC (no

carry); PE (parity even); PO
(parity odd); M (minus) or P
(plus). (Immediate

addressing.)

CALL Z rx CC ,x

CALL NZ..X

CALLC.x
_CALL NC,x

CALL PE,x_
CALL PO r

x

C4 xx

DC rX

D4,x

EC x

EAx
CALL M rx FC P x

CALL P,x F4.x

CCF Complement carry flag.

(Implicit addressing.)

CCF 3F

CPn Compare contents of

accumulator with daia n.

(Immediate addressing.)

CPn FEn

CPr Compare contents of

register r with the accumulator.

(Implicit addressing.)

CPA BF

CP B B8

CPC B9

CPD BA
CPE BB
CPH BC
CP L BD

CP (HL) Compare contents of

accumulator with contents of

address held in HL, (Indirect

addressing.)

CP(HU BE

DEC r Decrement register r.

(Implicit addressing )

DEC A 3D
DEC B 09
DEC C 0D
DEC D 15

OECE ID
DECH 25

DEC L 2D

DEC rr Decrement register

pair rr. (Implicit addressing,)

DEC BC OB
DECDE
DECHL

IB

23
DEC IX DD2B
DEC JY FD2B

DEC (HL) Decrement
contents ofaddress held in HL.

(Indirect addressing.)

DEC(HL) 35

INC r Increment register r.

(Implicit addressing.)

INCA 3C
INC B 04

INC C OC
INC D 14

INCE 1C

INCH 24

INC L 2C

INC rr Increment register pair

rr. (Implicit addressing,)

INC BC 03

INC DE 13

INCHL 23

INC (HL) Increment contents i

of address held in HL. (Indirect

addressing.)

INC (HL) 34

JPx Jump to address x.

(Immediate addressing )

JPx C3 x



JP(rr) Jump to address held in

register pair rr r (Implicit

addressing.)

JFIHU E9

JP (IX) DDES
JP(IY) FDE9

JPc,x Jump to address x

depending on condition c,

c may be Z (equal); NZ(no(

equal); C ( Carry)
;

WC (no

carry); PE (parity even); PQ
(parity odd): M (minus) or P
(plus). (Immediate

addressing )

JPZ ,x CArX

JPNZ.x C2,x

JPC,x DA.x

JPNC.x D2,x

JFPE.x EA,x

JPPCU E2.x

JPM rx FA,X

JPP,x F2
r
x

JRd Jump relative. Jump d
bytes (the displacement).

(Relative addressing.)

JRd 18 d

JHc,d Jump relativeJump d
bytes (the displacement)

depending on condition c.

c may be NZ (not equal); Z
(equal); NC (no carry) or C
(carry). (Relative addressing.)

LDA,(x) Load accumulator

with contenis ofaddress x.

(Absolute addressing.)

LD A, (x) 3A.[x}

LDrrJx) Load register pair rr

with contents of addresses x

and x+ 1. (Absolute

addressing.)

LDBCJ*)
LDDEJxl
LDHLJx)

ED4B, (x)

EDbBJx)
2AJx)

LDA,r Load the accumulator

wii h contents of register r.

(Implicic addressing.)

IDA,A 7F

LDA.B 7B

LDAE 7B

LDA.H 7C

LDA.L 7D

LDE,r Load registerB with

the contents of register r.

(Implicit addressing.)

JR NZ.d 2Q r
d

JRZ.d 2S,d

JR NC,d 30 Pd

JRC.d 38 rd

LDr
p
n Load register r with

data n. (Immediate

addressing )

LD A a n 3E,n

LD B,n G6 r
n

LDC.n OE.n

LDD.n 16 P n

LDE,n 1E.n

LDH,n 26 r
n

LOL,n 2E,n

LDrr.xm Load register pair rr

with two byte number nn.

(Immediate addressing.)

LD BC,nn Q1
P
rin

LDDE.nn 11,nn

LD HI,no 2l.no

LD B,E 43

LD B rH 44 __
LD B,L 45

LDC,r Load register C with

Che contents of register r.

(Implicit addressing.)

LDC.A 4F

LD D,r Load register D with

the contenis of register r.

(ImpLcit addressing.)

LD D,A
57~^

LD E
h
r Load register E with

the contents of register r.

(Implicit addressing.)

"TdE.A 1>F~
~~

LDE.B 58

LDHr Load register H with

the contents ofregister r.

(Implicit addressing.)

LD H,A e?

LD H,B 60

LDH,C 61

LDH,D 62

LD L
t
i Load register L with the

contents of register r. (ImpLcit

addressing )

LD LA
~ 6F~

LDLB 68
LD LC 69

LDL'D 6A

LDL H E 6B

LPLH 6C

LDLL 6D

LD r, (rr) Load register r with

eonients of addre ss held in

register pair rr. (Indirect

addressing.)

LD A. (BCI

LD A,{DEl

LD A.{HU
LDBJHU
LDCJHL)
LDD r (HL)

.0 D.C 51

lD D.D 52

LD D,E 53

LDD,H 54

LD D.L 55

LDH r(HU 66

LDUHU 6E

LD (x),A Store the contents of

the accumulator in address x.

(Absolute addressing.)

LD|*},A 32,x

LD (x)
K
rt Store the contents of

register pair rr at addresses x

and x+ L (Absolute

addressing,)

LD (xhBC

LD (jp rD E

LD (x) lHL

ED43 r
x

ED53
r
x

22 r
x



LD (rr)
t
t Store the contents of

register rat the address held in

register pair rr
.
(Indirect

addressing.)

SBC A,(HL) Subtract with

carry the contents ofaddress
held in register pair HL, from
the accumulator. (Indirect

addressing).

SCF Set cany flag, (Implicit

addressing,)

SUB n Subt ract data n from the

accumulator. (Immediate

addressing.)

LDtn+n Store data n at

address held in register pair rr.

(Immediai e,
;indirect

addressing.)

RET Return from subroutine,

(Indirect addressing,)

RET c Return from subroutine

depending on condition C.

c can be Z (equal); NZ (not

equal); C (carry); NC (no

carry); PE (parity even); FG
(parity odd); P (plus);M
(minus). (Indirect addressing.)

SUB(HL) Subtract the

contents of address held in HL
from the accumulator. (Indirect

addressing.}

Puzzle answers
Page 11

&A7 in decimal is 167. 5 13 in hex is &20

1

Page 26

1. 25+73 (25 is& 19 and 73 is &49)

Tip: an easy way to work out the two’s

complement of a number is to subtract it

from 256, then convert the answer to hex
E.g, 256-6=250 which is FA in hex.

Meaning

Put &19 in accumulator.

Add &49 to accumulator.

Store contents of

accumulator at a certain

address.

Return

2.64+12+14(64 is&4Q,12is &GC and 14 is &0E)

MeaningMnemonics Hex codes
LDA #&40 Put a40 Lit accumulator.

ADC #&QC Add &QC to accumulator.

ADC &0E Add &0E to accumulator.

Store contents of

accumulator at a certain
address.

Return

Puzzle answers continued on page 48

LDIHLLB 70

LD(HUC 71

LD{HU,D 72

LDIHU.E 73

LD{HL),H 74

LD(HLhL 75

SUB, n D6,n

SUBr Subtract contents of

register r from the

accumulator. (Immediate
addressing.)

SUB A 97

SUBB 90

SUB C 91

SUB D 92

SUBE 93

SUB H 94

SUB L 95

Z30

Mnemonics Hex cedes
LD A.&4G 3E.40

ADDA, flcOC C6.0C
ADDA, &0E C6.0E

LD(addxess), A 32, address

RET C9

^zao 6502
Mnemonics Hex codes Mnemonic*;
LDA.&19 3E,19 LDA #&19
ADD A, &49 C6.49 ADC A&49

LD (address), A 32, address STA address

RET C9 RTS

RETC DS

RET NC DO
RET PE E3
RET PO EO
RET M F8

RETP FO

SBCA,n Subtract with carry

data n from the accumulator.

(Immediate addressing,)

]|
SBC A.n

SBC A,r Subtract with carry

contents of register r from the

accumulator. (Implicit

addressing.)

SBC A,A 9F

SBC A,B 98

SBC A,C 99

S8CA.D 9A
SBC A,E 9B
SBC A,H 9C
SBC A,L 9D

SBCHL
f
rr Subtract with carry -

contents of register pair rr from .

register pair HL. (Implicit

addressing.)

SBC HL,BC ED42
SBCKL.DE ED52
SBC HL,HL ED62



6502 mnemonics and hex codes
This chart shows the mnemonics and hex codes for all the instructions (plus a few

morel covered tn this book:. The mnemonic instructions are given down the left and
the hex codes for each instruction in the different addressing modes areshown
across the chart. Zero page addressing is just like absolute addressed. i e the

operand is (headdress where the data is stored, but the address must be inpage
zero fi.e. locations 0-255) of the memory (see page 10), Implied addressing is just the

term used to describe instructions where nooperand need be specified, e.g. CLC.
There are a number ofother instructions not given here, and ifyou want to go further

with machine code you will need to get a complete list ofthe 6502 instruction set.

Addressing mode

1
/

2

i |
/

I
J

1

T7w
*

“T

/

I ft

ii p
/ :N

1
i

I

j
*
“o

/
*

1 as

"O
C

i

i k
77

1 ,

*

Operand is

Dara Any
address

Address
inpage
fero

Address
+ X
register

Address
+ Y
register

None

1

Displace-
ment

ADC Add with cany, i.e. add a byte, plus the

carry flag
, to the accumulator.

69 6D 65 ?D 79

.

y

e that not al 1 the instructions can
sed in all the addressing modes.

/

BCC Branch ifcany dear. / Not ) 90

BOS Branch if cany set. ^1 bet BO

BEQ Branch if equal. F0

bmi Branch if minus. lj

3
30

BhTE Branch if not equal. V DO

BFL Branch Lf plus. \ 10

BVC Branch if overflow clear. 50

BVS Branch if overflow sei. 70

CLG Oeai carry flag. 19

CMP Compare wilh (he accumulaior. C9 CD C5 DD D9

CPX Compare with register X- E0 EC E4

CFY Compare with register Y CO CC Cd

DEC Decrement (subtract 1 from) memory
Location.

CE C6 DE

DEX Decrement (subtract 1 from) X register. CA
DEY Decrement (subtract 1 from)Y register. SB

INC Increment (add 1 to) memory location

.

'

EE E6 FE

1NX increment (add 1 to) X register. E8

1NY Increment (add 1 to) Y register. CS

JMP Jump to address specifiedm operand. AC

JSR Jump to subroutine starting at address

specified in operand.

20

LDA Load accumulator. AS AD AS BO B9

LDX Load X register. A2 AE A6 BE

LDY LoadY register. AO AC A4 ec

RTS Return from subroutine. 60

SBC Subtract with carry. Subtract from the

accumulator and borrow from the carry flag.

19 ED E5 FD F9

SEC Setcany flag 38

STA Siore accumulator at a certain address. SD 85 9D 99

STX StoreX register ai a certain address. BE 85

STY Store Y register ai a certain address ac 84

TAX Transfer accumulator toX register. AA
TAY Transfer accumulator to Y register. AS

TXA Transfer X register to accumulator. 8A
TYA TransferY register to accumulator. 98



Machine code words

# Hash sign. This is the sign used on some
computers to indicate hex numbers. For the

6502 microprocessor it is used to indicate a

piece of data.

Sc Amp ersand sign . This is anothe r s ign

used to indicate hex numbers.
Absolute address. The actual address ofa

piece of data.

Absolute addressing. An addressing

mode in which the instruction contains the

address of the data. Also called exte tided

or direct addressing.

Accumulator. The register where bytes of

information on which arithmetical or logical

operations are to be carried out, are held.

Address. A number used to identify a

location in the computer's memory.
Addressingmodes . The various ways in

which you can tell the computer where to

find the data to work on in a machine code
Program-
Arithmetic logic unit (ALU). The area

inside the CPU where arithmetical and
logical operations are carried out.

Assembler. A program which converts

instructions written in assembly language
mnemonics into the computer's own code.

Assembly language . A method of

programming the computer using letter

codes, called mnemonics, to represent

machine code instructions.

Binary. A number system with two digits, 0

and 1 and in which each digit in a number
has twice the value of the digit on its right.

Bit. A single unit ofcomputer code, i.e. a 1

or 0 representing a pulse or no-pulse signal

Buffer. A ternporary storage area in the

computer s memory where data is held on
its way to or from its final destination.

Branch. An instruction telling the

computer to jump to another line in a

program.
Byte, A group of eight pul so and no-pulse

Signals (or “bits'') which represents a piece

of information in computer code.

Carry flag r A bit in the flags register which
is set to l when the result of an addition will

not fit into eight bits

Clear. To make a bit, eg. one of the bits in

the flags register, zero

Complement, Also called "flipping the

bits" this is the process of changing all the

46 Os in a byte to 1 and all the Is toO.

C conditional branch- An mst ruct ion which
tells the computer tojump to another line in

the program depending on the result ofa test.

Dire ct addressing . See absolute

addressing.

Disassembler. A program which can

display the contents of a series of memory
locations on the screen in assembly
language. You can buy a disassembler on
cassette and it is useful for debugging
machine code programs and for examining

the programs in your computer s ROM.
Displacement. A number used in a jump
or branch instruction to tell the computer
how many locations to jump to find the next

instruction. Also called an offset,

flag- A bit in the flags register which is

used to indicate a certain condition, e.g. the

presence of a negative number, or of a

carry over in an addition.

Hexadecimal or hex, A number system
which uses 16 digits (the numbers 0-9 and
letters A-F). Each digit in a hex number has

16 times the value of the digit on its right -

Hex loader. A BASIC program which
converts the hex codes of a machine code
program into decimal numbers and pokes
them into the computer s memory

.

High orde r byte . The first two digits in a

hex address which represent the number of

the page in the memory where the address

is Also, the two digits which show how
many 256s there are in a number larger than

25S.

HIMEM, The highest address in user RAM-
Immediate addressing. An addressing

mode in which the data for an instruction is

included in the instruction.

Implicit addressing. An addressing mode
in which the operand is understood and
need not be specified.

Implied addressing. Same as implicit, see

above.

Indexed addressing. An addressing

mode in which the contents of an index

register are added to the address given in

the instruction to work out the actual

address of the data.

Inde x re giste rs, The registers used in

indexed addressing and also, in the 6502, as

general purpose registers.

Indirect addressing. An addressing

mode in which the operand is used as a



pointer to the data. The operand may be an

address or, in the Z80, a pair or registers,

and it holds the address of the data

Instructiom An operation to be carried out

by the central processing unit.

Interpreter P A program which t ranslates

instructions in BASIC (or other high level

language) into the computer's own code.

Instruction set. Ail the operations which
can be carried out by a particular

microprocessor.

Jump. An instruction which tells the
computer to go to another line in the

program.

LIFO* This stands for “last in/ first out'
1

and
describes the method used by the

computer to store information in the stack.

Low order byte. The two hex digits in an

address which give the position of that

address within a page of memory. Also, the

two hex digits which show the number of

units in a number larger than 255,

Microprocessor. The chip which contains

the computer^ CPU and which carries out

program instructions and controls all the

other activities inside the computer.

Mnemonic. A letter code used in

assembly language to represent an

instruction in the computer's own code. The
word mnemonic (pronounced nemonic)

means “to aid the memory
11

and assembly

language mnemonics sound like the

instructions they represent.

Objeel code . A program which has been
translated into machine code from

assembly language or another high level

language.

Offset . See displacement
Opcode . The part of an inst ruct ion which
tells a computer what to do.

Operand. The part o fan instruction which
tells the computer where to find the data to

workon.
Opexating system . A group ofprograms
written in machine code and stored in the

computer’s ROM, which tell it how to carry

out all the tasks it has to do.

Page* A subdivision of memory. On most
home computers a page is 256 locations.

Pointer. A memory location (or pair of

registers) which contains the address ofa

piece of data.

Pop, To remove an item stored in the stack.

Processor status register. This is the 6502

name for the flags register (the register

where each bit is used to record a certain

condition inside the computer).

Program counter. The register which

contains the address of the next instruction

to be fetched from the memory.
Pull. Same as pop, Le to remove an item

from the stack.

Push. To place an item in the stack

.

RAMTOP. The highest address in user

RAM.
Registers. The places in the GPU where
bytes of instructions, data and addresses
are held while the computer works on them.

Relalive addressing . An addressing
mode in which the computer works out the

address of the next instruction by adding a

number called the displacement or offset,

to the address in the program counter.

Screen memory. The locations inRAM
which are used to hold information to be
displayed on the screen.

Sign fl ag. The bit in the flags register

which is used to indicate negative and
positive numbers.

Source code. A program written in

assembly language, or other high level

language such as BASIC,

Stack* An area of the memory used by the

computer for temporary storage and where
the last item stored is always the first to be
retrieved,

Stack pointer, A register in the CPU which

contains the address of the last item in the

stack.

Systems variables. Memory locations in

RAM which hold information about the

current state of the computer.

Top of memory, The highest address in

user RAM
Two’s complement. A system of notation

used to represent negative numbers. To
find the two’s complement of a number you
complement (make all the Is into Os and all

the Os into Is) the binary for that number and
then add 1.

UsexRAM. The part ofRAM where BASIC
programs are stored.

Zero flag , The bit in the flags register

which indicates when the result of an

operation is 0 and is also used to show when
two bytes are equal.

Zero page. The first 256 locations in the

memory.
Zero page addressing. Used only on the

6502, this is an addressing mode in which
the operand is an address in page zero of

the memory (i.e. from 0-255).



Puzzle answers continued Decimal Hex

Page 23 High order Low order High order Low order

0001 1 010 is 26 decimal. HI 1 51 &01 £33
1111 1011 is 251 decimal 21214 82 222 m2 &DE
10101010 is 170 decimal. 759 2 247 &02 &F7

1023 3 255 &03 &FF

Page 31

To adapt lhe piogram on page 27 for given below . To see the result you use th is

answers gre ater than 255 you need to delete command;
the return instruction and add the lines PRINT PEEKladdress 3) - PEEK(addres s4 )

‘ 256.

Z80 6502
Meaning

Mnemonics Hex codes Mnemonics Hex codes

LDA.&OO 3E,00 LDA#&00 A900 Put 0 in accumulator.

ADCA.&00 CE.00 ADC *&Q0 69 00
Add with carry. 0 to

accumulator

LDUddress 4),A 32. address 4 STA address 4 8D address 4
Store contents of

accumulator at address 4.

RET C9 RTS 60 Return.

Page 37

Hex for the two's complement of 12 is &F4: 18 is &££and 9 is &F7,

48

Index
& ampersand sign. 8. 12. 16, IS, 46
* hash sign, J 2. 16, 18,46

absolute addressing, 1 8,27, 46

accumulator, 14-15, 17.30,32. 46

address. 8-9. IL 19.46
converting lo hex or decimal, li

m machine code, 13-19

addressing modes, 27. 16

ALUfanthmetio.'logicunii), 13. 14.46

ASCII code. 13. 24.32
assembler, 6. 16,40,46
assembly language, 5, 17, 19. 46

Atari, 3, 24

BASIC. 4 13.30. 40
big numbers, 28, 3(L32

binary,

code, 4, 5, 16

numbers, 4, 19, 2-6. 46
to hex conversion, 37

bM.46
branch, 34. 35. 46
buffers, 10.46

byie. 4. 13. 19,20.46

carry flag. 14. 15. 17, 29. 30, 31, 36, 46

carrying over numbers in addLtLon. 29.

30,31

character codes. 13.32
clear, to, 29. 46

Commodore 64, 3, 7

comparing, 32

complement. 46
conditional branches. 36, 36-37, 46
control unit. 13, 14

CPU (central processing unit}, 7.

14-16. 16. 19

crash, 20

data bytes, 23. 23

decimal numbers, 11,41

decrement, 36, 38
direci addressing, 27, 46
disassembler. 46

displacement, 36-37. 46
display file. 8
extended addressing, 27

flags register, 14- IS. 17,29.36
hex.

codes, 16. 18. 19

converting to decimal, 11,41

dump. 19

loader, 5, 23, 24.25,46
number system, 5, 8, II. 46

high order byte. 19, 28. 30. 31, 46

HIMEM. 8.20.21. 46

immediate addressing, 13.27,33, 46
implicit addressing, 46
i mpl ied add res si ng. 46

increment, 33.34, 38
indexed addressing. 34. 39. 46
index regislers, 14-15, 16

13 30.21

RAMTOR 8.20,21,47
lowering, 20-22

registers. 13-14. 27. 30,31.47

relauve addressing. 36, 47

REM statement, storing machine
code in, 22

reserved for use of the operating

system. 8, [0

return instruction. 23, 35
ROM (read only memory), 6, 12, 13

i ndirecl add res si ng ( Z30). 33. 33, 46 running a machine code program
,
25

instruction. 4. 5. 13-14, 16,47

instruction set. 16. 47

interpreter. 4.8.20,47
jumps, 33, 35, 47

LIFO. 10,47

locations, memory, 8-9. 10. 11, 12-13

lowering RAMTOP. 21

low order byte. 19. 28. 30-31, 47

machine code,
checklist. 26

length of program, 29
subroutines, 39.40
where to store in memory. 20-22

memory. 8-9, 10, 12- 13

memory map, 8
microprocessor, 7. 16,47
mnemonics. S, 16-17, 47

object code, IB. 47

offset, 36 37,47

opcode. 16, 18, 19, 47
operand. 16, 18,27,47

operating system. 8, 10. 11. J3. 20, 47
Oric micro. 3.7,21
overflow bit, 35
page (of memory), 10, 11, 19,21,47

par Lty/overflowhit, 36
PEEK. 12-13,21.26.31

pointer, 33. 47

POKE. 12-13,23

pop, 35, 47

position on page (of address), II, 19,

21

processor status register. 15.29, 47
(see also flags register}

program counter, 14- 15, 35. 47

RAM (random access memory), 6, 12.-

screen memory, 8, 13,47

set. to, 29

sign flag. 14.36,47

source code. 18, 47

Sped rum. 13,24, 32

stack. 10. 14, 15,20.35. 47

stack pointer. 14-15.47

subrout] nes, 35
systems variables, 10. 20. 21.47
Timex 1000,9, 13,22. 24

Time? 2006. 13.24.32

top of memory, 20. 21. 47
twos complement. 37. 41. 47

user RAM, B. 20, 47

VIC 20. 7 13.23

zero flag, 32. 33. 34, 36. 47
zero page, 10.45. 47

zero page addressing, 45, 47

7X81.9. 13.22,24

Hex loader conversions
Ghange ihese lines for the ZX81
(Timex 1000):

4* INPUT H*
70 LET X«

tCOPE'm 3 -2BI I 6

BO Delete
90 LET Y=CODE

<N* (2 TP )
> -Z8

100 LET X=X+Y
110 Delete
1 55 Del E>t E
1 tO Del pt

e

Change this line for Atari computers:

90 LET Y-A5C(AtOM
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There are hundreds of colourful Usborne books for all ages on a wide range of

subjects. Titles which may be of particular interest to you are:

Lkliurr* Gyik

This exciting new series takes a serious look at what is happening now in the world of new
technology . Many people think that such things as lasers, robots, databases and interactiveTV
belong only to the world of science fiction but, as these brilliantly illustrated books show, many of

them are already in use and affecting our everyday lives. The books lake a straightforward approach
to these apparently difficult subjects, making (hem easy for everyone to understand.
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TV &VIDEO

This up-to- the -minute series on electronic technology explores the worlds of computers, TV and
video, audio and radio and* in a new title, films and special effects. In a clear visual way, the books
describe the very latest equipment and show what il does and how it works They also explain much
of the confusing technical jargon which usually sunounds these stibjecis. There are fascinating

sections on what computers can do for us and how they do it how TV and video cameras can turn an

ordinary scene into a pattern of elect tonic signals that can be stored on tape* and how a recording

studio works, Audio& Radio also contains instructions for building a simple radio
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Usborne Computer Books
Usborne Computer Books are colourful, straightforwa rd and easy-to-

understand guides to the world of home computing lor beginners of allages

Usborne Guide to Computers A colourful Introduction to the world of

computers, "Withoutquestion the best general introduction to computing I have
overseen. '"Personal Computer World

Understanding the Micro A beginner's guide to microcomputers, howto use
them and how they work. "This introduction to the subject seems to get
everything right. "Guardian

Computer Programming A simple introduction to BASIC for absolute
beginners, "

, h lucidend entertaining

.

..'"Guardian

Computer and Video Games All about electronic games and how they work,
with expert's ti ps on how to win, "The ideal book to convert the arcadegames
freak fo realcomputing. "Computi ng Today

Computer Spacegam es, Computer Battlegames Li sti ngs to ru n on the ZX8 1

,

Spectru m, BBC, TRS-80, Apple, VIC 20 and PET. "
Highly recommended to

anyone ofany age. "Computing Today

Practical Things todo with a Microcomputer Lots of programstO run and a

robot to build which will work with most micros.

Computer Jargon An illustrated guide to all the jargon.

Computer Graphics Superbly illustrated introduction to computer graphics
with programs and a g rapb ics conversion chart for most m icros.

Write Your Own Adventu re Programs Step-by-step g uide to writi ng adventu re

games programs, with lots of expert's tips.

Machine Code for Beginners A really simple introduction to machine code for

the Z80 and 6502.

Better BASIC A beginner's guide to writing programs inBASIC-

Inside the Chip A simple and colourful account of how the chip works and what
it can do.
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